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Abstract. One of the aims of synchromodality is to improve the service quality in freight
logistics, and one of the challenges for its implementation regards container flows synchronization. Long-term decisions regarding the network configuration are essential to reach this
goal and provide the necessary resources to activate synchronization procedures in real-time
[1]. Strategic and tactical facility location problems are crucial in logistics, but some complex
factors of the modern supply chain are often not considered [2]. For this reason, we studied
a variant of the tactical Location-Transshipment Problem [3], i.e., selecting the intermediate
terminals in which containers are moved between different transport modes. Since flow synchronization mechanisms are essential, we consider complex features such as the synchronization of multi-commodity flows through earliness and lateness penalties and multi-modal
services with precise schedules. We provide a Mixed-Integer Linear Programming model
based on a time-space multi-network representing a synchromodal logistics network. We use
a commercial solver to validate the model on a large set of realistic instances, understand the
computational limits, and provide a computational and economic analysis.
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